
Specialised design skills and services for critical 
infrastructure and OT environments. 

Critical 
Infrastructure 

Services



Orro specialises in designing secure 
and innovative connected solutions 
for organisations that operate cities, 
campuses, building automation 
technologies, water pipelines, energy 
grids, distribution centres and 
transportation systems.

As technology solutions are designed and 
implemented for ICS and IoT projects, there is a 
requirement for security assessments performed by an 
independent 3rd party specialising in cyber security, 
with appropriately qualified resources. 

With a wealth of industrial knowledge tailored 
specifically to critical infrastructure, Orro understands 
the challenges and demands of building world-class 
smart and connected networks and offer a range of 
services to meet your digital technology needs. 

We understand the  
criticality of securing  
your infrastructure. 

Key benefits of critical 
infrastructure services.

 Robust defence for your high-risk  
operational environment.

 Proven methodology for industrial network 
design of harsh environments.

 Superior cyber security reporting across your  
PLC and SCADA environments.

 System and industry expertise to bolster 
limited internal security and OT skills.



How we help you.
ICS/OT managed 
services
Whether as an extension of your existing support 
capabilities or bolstering limited internal security 
and OT skills, we can enhance the security 
and ongoing performance of your ICS/OT 
environment for better outcomes. 

Our ICS/OT Managed Services capabilities include 
asset discovery and attack surface management, 
comprehensive reporting, as well as system and 
security deviation. 

Industrial network 
design
Based on industry best practices, our proven 
methodology delivers short- and long-term 
strategies for resilient digital plumbing in  
harsh environments.

Our multi-vendor capabilities cover Ring 
Topologies, Converged Ethernet Architectures, 
Industrial Ethernet environments, and secure 
remote access. Our approach allows for quicker 
execution whilst creating your blueprint for  
the future.

ICS/OT cyber security
With a comprehensive and deep skillset in 
managing high-risk environments, Orro delivers 
expertise across ICS/OT protection, compliance, 
and operational disruption.

Our team of specialists deliver Zone to Zone and 
Purdue Model reference architectures to defend 
your ICS environment, keeping your operational 
environments safe, resilient, and secure against 
current and emerging cyber threats.

Asset discovery  
& vulnerability
We work to understand your critical infrastructure 
business requirements and desired future-
state to deliver a strategic maturity assessment 
comprising gap analysis and recommended 
options for the future. 

Our asset discovery and vulnerability capabilities 
include OT, IIoT and IoT device recognition, 
industrial protocols across BACNET, Profitnet 
and Modbus, Passive Agentless, and PLC and 
SCADA reporting. 

Critical infrastructure services cover:

  Enterprise & government  
ICT networks

  Campus, WAN, data centre, software-defined 
and security

 Transport infrastructure
 Roads, light and heavy rail

 Utilities
 Power, energy and water 

 Smart & connected networks
  Smart cities, manufacturing, biomedical  

and healthcare

 Industrial I.T. networks
  OT/IT convergence for SCADA and critical 

infrastructure

 Education
 Universities and TAFE
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1300 900 000
sales.enquiries@orro.group

We are a multi-disciplinary technology 
powerhouse, committed to keeping  
our customers secure and connected. 
We partner with our customers to 
boldly embrace the challenges of 
tomorrow, ignite innovation, and 
facilitate growth.

Trusted Partner
Our customers don’t just trust us to keep 
them productive and secure today, but to 
prepare them for what’s next, to grow with 
them over time and to collaboratively shape 
their future.

Strategic Advisor
With deep expertise in multiple facets of 
technology, our customers rely on us to 
provide them with strategic advice and 
guidance, helping them make smart moves 
towards a secure future.

Solution Provider
Our versatile suite of skills enables us 
to tackle complex challenges for our 
customers, providing them with complete 
business solutions that draw from our vast 
pool of expertise and resources.

Stay connected and  
protected with Orro®.
Discover how we can help your business and your people  
with Securely Connected Everything™. 

Reach out to the team at Orro today.
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